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Axial pump carries a 
7-year warranty

Easy control panel 
centrally located with three 
modes Off/Cold/Hot

Easily accessible fuel tank 
means less spills when filling - 
fuel level indicator to indicate 
when fill up is needed

Efficient heat exchanger for low 
exhaust emissions and minimal 
operating costs

33-ft high pressure hose

Puncture-proof flat free 
tires makes for easy 
maneuvering on any terrain

Power cord hook for 
fast storage

Heater coil carries 
a 5-year warranty

n	1.7 GPM @ 1200 PSI

n	Oil Fired Heater

n	Axial Pump

FEATURES 

Optimally positioned handle 
allows unit to be pushed and 
pulled easily 

Safety lock prevents fuel loss 
during transport

Downdraft burner is 92% 
efficient and offers 25% less fuel 
consumption

Exhaust temperature sensor 
offers protection against overheating 

Large fine mesh filter protects 
against dirt particle damage in burner 
fuel system

Tilting aid for easy transport;
can be moved in a horizontal 
position within compact vehicles

Auto start/stop protects pump 
when trigger gun is not in use Water filter efficiently 

protects the high-pressure 
pump against contamination 
and is easy to remove from 
the outside

Competitively priced entry class hot water high-pressure cleaner. Innovative
upright design ensures good mobility and ergonomics. Very user-friendly with 
one switch operation and areas for hose and accessory storage.

Downstream detergent 
injection

High pressure circular spray (0°) 
for specially stubborn dirt

Flat low pressure spray (CHEM) 
for operating using detergents or 
cleanng at low pressure

High pressure flat spray (25°) for 
large dirt areas

3-position adjustable nozzle:



     	n Oil Fired Heater                       n 1.7 GPM @ 1200 PSI                       n Compact footprint for easy storage

   MODEL 333 Hot-Water, Electric Pressure Washer 

Mobility at its finest. 
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Nothing Cleans Like a Hotsy!

NOTE: We are constantly improving and updating our products. Consequently, pictures, features
and specifications in this brochure may differ slightly from current models. Flow rates and pressure 
ratings may vary due to variances allowed by manufacturers of our machine components.  
We attempt to keep our machine performance within  + _ 10% of listed specifications.

OPTIONS

 SPECIFICATIONS DIRECT DRIVE
MODEL PN GPM PSI HP VOLT/PH AMP FUEL BTU/HR  PUMP DRIVE PORTABILITY HOSE  SHIP WT (lbs)

333 1.064-049.0 1.7 1200 2.3 115/1 12.5 Oil 80,000 Axial Direct Std 33’ 178

Dimensions: 28”L x 28”W x 46”H

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Hotsy has more than 175 local dealers in North 
America, all factory-trained to properly evaluate  
your high-pressure cleaning needs.  

Hotsy has factory-trained service technicians who 
will provide on-site maintenance for your cleaning 
equipment. Our techs have most common  
replacement parts on their service truck,  
and will quickly have your washer running  
smoothly.

FIND OUT MORE ONLINE: HOTSY.COM

SERVICE & REPAIR

Hotsy pressure washers 
clean best when 
matched with specially 
formulated Hotsy 
detergents. Nearly 
all contain Hotsy’s 
exclusive advanced-
formula HCC additives 
to help prevent scale 
build-up and to fight 
corrosion in your 
equipment. All are highly concentrated, so a little goes a long way. 

HOTSY SOLUTION SELECTOR
What’s the best detergent for your next 
job? Find out with our solution selector. 
Scan this QR code or visit HOTSY.com

DON’T FORGET THE SOAP!

Your local Hotsy dealer would be happy to provide an onsite 
demonstration to determine which pressure washer 
accessories will help speed cleaning and lower your costs.  
Hotsy dealers stock thousands of pressure washer  
replacement parts such as high pressure hose, trigger 
guns, high pressure nozzles, pumps, engines, motors, 
unloaders, filters and wands. In addition, you’ll find a 
number of accessories designed to speed cleaning, 
the most common accessories are telescoping wands, 
pivot and non-pivot hose reels, flat surface cleaners
         and high pressure turbo nozzles. 

Part No. Description

2.642-305.0 Gutter cleaning lance
4.760-245.0 Underbody lance
9.112-508.0 21" wand with quick connect female threads
9.802-220.0 21" wand with quick connect male threads
6.389-479.0 High-pressure hose, 10m DN8, extension piece
6.390-028.0 Pipe cleaning hose
8.739-132.0 100' hose, 3/8" ID, 1-wire, 3000 PSI, 275o

4.762-010.0 Wet blasting attachment
2.638-526.0 Nozzle kit for wet blasting attachment
2.640-482.0 Nozzle kit for surface cleaner FR
2.883-803.0 Power nozzle 25o spray angle
4.767-001.0 Triple nozzle, touchless changeover
4.767-022.0 Dirtblaster, small
4.767-230.0 Dirtblaster nozzle 035
3.637-170.0 Detergent injector for high pressure
4.775-526.0 Servo-press controller, less than 3.3 GPM
5.394-294.0 Spacer (incl. nozzle union)
6.401-459.0 Plug nipple


